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Douma Chemical Weapons Hoax Exposed by BBC
Producer
Very frightening for us all is the coordination of propaganda between the
States of US, Britain, France and Israel.
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It  is  beyond doubt  that  the  White  Helmets  ‘staged’  the  false  flag  operation  at  the  Douma
hospital that caused President Trump to attack Syria last April.

Days after the attack the much to be admired, yet still maligned by many, investigative
reporter,  Robert  Fisk  was  on the  ground in  Douma and interviewed countless  people,
videoed the scene, made it public in the newspapers and by TV the fact of the fake sarin
attack.

What happened next were attempts to rubbish Fisk’s story; a almost frightening Orwellian
propaganda machine kicked in….and went into overdrive. That is to say a combination of
‘corrupt’ reporters; some just naive or dumb, many of whom had never been to Douma or
even Syria, plus the full  weight of the US, British and French Governments and finally, not
forgetting, one of the greatest fraudsters of this century an absolute nobody, that calls
himself Eliot Higgins and his ‘Bellycat Organisation’, all weighed in to accuse Fisk of lying.

Clearly not in order of importance but suffice to say Elliot Higgins, is now obviously ‘used’ as
a convenient tool for Russia bashing by certain Western powers, but is a total fraud. Rather
than write too much about this person, judge by reading an exposé that couldn’t be more
revealing, uncovering his lie in the Daily Telegraph.

Not much more need be said about this con-man turned ‘G-Man’. However later in this
piece, I will quote some of the Douma ridiculing propaganda of Higgins/Bellingcat, as it is
too crass not to be reminded of the way our governments operate.

So based on a complete lie, President Trump ordered an attack on an Assad controlled area
in Syria using several bombs including 66 Tomahawk cruise missiles and 19 JASSM-ER (fired
from  USAF  fighters,  air  to  surface  standoff  missiles).  The  price  for  all  was  around
$200million. Much needed money wasted that belongs to the people of US in these austere
times.

That by the way does not include the cost of the coordinated attack by the British and
French  of  a  total  (together)  of  17  stormshadow  missiles  dropped  from  fighters.  Its  worth
mentioning that in a pathetic display of oneupmanship directed at the British, the French
made a last minute decision to add a meagre three more missile types to their attack;
‘Missiles de Croisière Navals’.
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As said earlier it is important to remember the Orwellian ‘anti-truth’ propaganda and instead
of commenting on it, I’ll just quote what Higgins/Bellingcat said at the time. “The OPCW-FFM
report on the February 4 2018 chemical attack in Saraqib, Idlib, reveals not only information
about the Saraqib attack, but also the broader use of chemical weapons in Syria by Assad,
and additional evidence to support the theory that Assad’s Syrian government forces were
behind the April 7 2018 chemical attack in Douma, Damascus. Consistent with Bellingcat’s
earlier investigation into the Saraqib chemical attack, the OPCW-FFM report establishes it
was the same case in Douma.”

Nonsense.

This scandal of this and other fake White Helmets videos is developing as more details
emerge daily, so expect more facts matched with more disinformation and lies from the US
and UK.

What we have is first a copy of a twitter exchange which is self explanatory:

So as to be absolutely clear, on February 13th, BBC Syria’s Producer said he could “without
a doubt” prove that the Douma hospital scene was false, a White Helmets (WH) fake event.

He said “the Douma Hospital scene was staged. No fatalities occurred in the hospital. All the
WH, activists and people I spoke to are either in Idlib or Euphrates Shield areas.

Only one person was in Damascus.”

The evidence is seen above in the tweet at 05:33 – 13 February 2019, the BBC Producer
wrote  on  his  personal,  verified  Twitter  account,  which  has  since  been  made  private  or
perhaps  blocked by  persons  or  governments  unknown,  anyway someone who controls
Twitter.

So some sort of what clearly must have been a false flag attack did happen at Douma but it
was like a film scene, staged, using as left  over evidence, cylinders filled with say oxygen
even chlorine, anything but poison gas and certainly not Sarin gas. The cylinders were left in
tact, undamaged as if laid there on the site rather than dropped from thousands of feet from
the sky – and who can prove Assad’s airforce dropped them? – and how come they remained
undamaged when hitting the ground? – ridiculous; how stupid do our governments think we,
the people, are.

“Everything around the attack was manufactured for maximum effect.”

Adding

“I can tell you that Jaysh al-Islam ruled Douma with an iron fist. They co-opted
activists, doctors and humanitarians with fear and intimidation.”

In  fact,  one  of  the  4  people  filming  the  scene  was  Dr.  Abu  Bakr  Hanan,  whom  the  BBC
Producer described as a “brute and shifty” doctor affiliated with Jaysh Al-Islam. The Producer
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further stating that the narrative should be that “there weren’t enough doctors”. That said,
there was one even (seen and filmed) filming and not taking part in the rescue efforts.” A
joke!

Why, we must all ask, has no major newspaper or TV any large media outlet in US, UK or
France headlined or even mentioned these new facts, that Douma was a lie, that it was
staged?

On 9 February, James Harkin, published in ‘The Intercept’ an article where Harkin speaks
about Jaysh al-Islam’s rule in Douma, among others. His article ends with “What government
pummels its citizens with bombs and chlorine to get them to pressure rebels to leave their
city?  At  the  same time,  Jaish  Al-Islam was sending volleys  of  improvised rockets  into
Damascus and snatching activists and members of religious minorities for ransom or to be
disappeared. It’s between these two violent truths that the real story of the Syrian conflict
begins to emerge not in a bewildering collage of images sent from a war zone, designed to
terrify and outrage.”

To conclude, the BBC Producer was so disgusted at pro-rebel activists and rebels’ conduct
and the seeming complicity of Western officials, he decide to speak out.

As far as the Russian government is concerned, they now are counter accusing the British
government of ordering the White Helmets to fake a chemical attack to help persuade
President Trump to unleash cruise missiles. The Russian response was to an allegation by
the British government that the “demonisation” of  the (thoroughly already discredited)
White Helmets comes from the Russian government itself.

Which version do you believe?

Very frightening for us all is the coordination of propaganda between the States of US,
Britain, France and Israel.

ALL these wars must stop.

I am neither pro-nor against Russia, but it is very clear to anyone that these wars and
attempts at regime changing is a US/British/Israeli idea.

*
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